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Abstract

We present Asymmetric Best-E�ort, a novel service to provide a \throughput versus

delay jitter" di�erentiated service for IP packets. With this service, every best e�ort

packet is marked as either Green or Blue. Green packets, typically sent by real-time

applications such as interactive audio, receive more losses during bouts of congestion

than Blue ones. In return, they receive less delay jitter.

Both Green and Blue services are best-e�ort. The incentive to choose one or other

is based on the nature of one's tra�c and on tra�c conditions. If applications are
TCP-friendly, an application sending Blue packets will receive more throughput but

also more delay jitter, than it would if it sent Green packets for a given network state

and path.

Service provision at each co-operating router can achieved by Packet Admission

Control (PAC) and scheduling. We develop and simulate an initial algorithm that

supports this service. It uses a modi�ed version of RED for packet drop di�erentiation

while scheduling of Blue and Green packets is facilitated using Earliest Deadline First

(EDF). These �rst results show the feasibility of the service.

Keywords Asymmetric Best-E�ort, Active Queue Management, Random Early

Detection, Packet Admission Control, di�erentiated services, real-time tra�c, TCP

Friendliness.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present a new service, referred to as Asymmetric Best-E�ort. It consists of
a \throughput versus delay" di�erentiated service. Inherent in the service de�nition is the
partition of IP packets into either low delay or low loss. Low delay packets, which are called
Green packets, are given low delay jitter guarantees through the network without reservation.
In exchange, these packets receive more losses during bouts of congestion than Blue packets,
those which desire low loss. Consequently, and assuming \TCP-friendly" behaviour, sources
who choose to be Blue receive higher throughput than they would if they had chosen to
be Green. It is important to emphasise that these are both best-e�ort services, and the
incentive to choose one or other is based on the nature of one's tra�c with overall bene�t
for both tra�c types.

Congestion results in delaying data packets and dropping some of them in case of lack of
resources. The dropped packets are interpreted in the end systems as a negative feedback
which results in the reduction in the emission rate of the sender application. Our approach
ensures that at any given time the amount of negative feedback is unequally partitioned
between the two di�erent types of tra�c such that Green tra�c receives more negative
feedback than Blue and hence receives less throughput. In exchange, Green tra�c is given
a shorter delay jitter than Blue tra�c.

These methods do not necessarily rely on a per-ow information processing. Packets treat-
ment is di�erentiated only according to a generic packet classi�cation method.

In Section 2 we describe how the service applies to hosts and show simulations to illustrate
the bene�t for applications using both tra�c types.

In Section 3 we �rst outline the support required within routers, namely a combination of
packet admission control with queueing. We then describe the �rst implementation of the
service which uses a combination of a modi�ed Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm
and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling.

In Section 4 we provide simulation results to show that it can provide the service as desired.

2 Service Description: Host Support

2.1 Service Description

Negative feedback can be either explicit, for example Explicit Congestion Noti�cation (ECN)
or implicit, for example packet loss. In the remainder of this document, we consider packet
loss as the method of providing negative feedback. Nevertheless, the approach we describe
remains valid in the case of systems using some form of ECN and adaptation can be obtained
through re-interpretation.

Each packet is either Green or Blue. It cannot be neither. Green packets would usually
be interactive tra�c where packet transfer from end to end must be short and delay jitter
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signi�cant. Examples of Green tra�c include Internet Telephony and videoconferencing
tra�c, where if the data does not reach the receiving application within a certain time it
may well be too late to be useful to it.

Blue packets are typically non-interactive tra�c whose end to end delay can be variable and
the goal is minimisation of overall transfer time. Examples of Blue tra�c include data tra�c
(e.g. TCP tra�c) and delay adaptive stream-like applications (playback audio and video
applications).

We do not specify how the Green and Blue distinction should be made and leave this as
open to de�nition.

The amount of negative feedback (e.g. packet losses) received by Green tra�c is greater
than that received by Blue tra�c. The admitted Green packets are given a shorter queueing
delay.

With this de�nition, the network-level quality of service (packet loss and delay jitter) received
by one of the tra�c types cannot be classi�ed as being better than the other. Each tra�c
type receives a di�erent quality. The appropriate matching between the QoS received and
the application nature is a major advantage of this system. This scheme also avoids making
an unsatisfactory trade-o� between the di�erent bu�er size requirements of real and non-real
time tra�c.

No rate reservation is assumed. During a silence period of a given tra�c type, the other
type can make use of the whole bandwidth.

Tra�c management and charging practices remain essentially the same as for a single class,
best-e�ort network.

We assume that Green and Blue sources are \TCP-friendly" conformant [4], i.e. they do
not send more than a TCP source would for the same conditions of loss. The enforcement
of friendliness [6, 5] is currently a research problem. Asymmetric Best-E�ort neither makes
worse nor improves the enforcement problem.

One could envisage colour mixing strategies, where sources send some of their packets as
Green and some as Blue. This would typically be performed at the application level as
expected by Application Layer Framing (ALF). We focus for the rest of this paper on the
simpler case where a tra�c source chooses to be either Green or Blue.

2.2 Service Illustration: The Host Point of View

We now illustrate how the service would work from the host point of view. We show that an
application that requires low delay jitter does receive it but at the expense of lower through-
put. Conversely, an application that does not care about jitter receives overall reduced end
to end transfer delay.

The network used in this simulation is shown in Figure 1. A Blue and Green connection
share a bottleneck and the same nonqueueing delay. Router r1 facilitates the service by
the implementation described in detail in Section 3.2. It uses a modi�ed RED dropping
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Figure 1: Simulation Network used in Illustration of Service

algorithm which is biased towards dropping more Green than Blue packets and schedules
using EDFS such that Green tra�c receives less waiting time in the queue.

The Blue source is a TCP Reno source and the Green source uses a transport protocol
designed to represent TCP friendliness which is described in Section 4.1.

The RED parameters chosen were minth = 0, maxth = 40, maxp = 0:2 and w = 0:02. These
RED parameters are ones typically not used, and we discuss this issue again in the more
detailed simulations.

The EDF scheduler gives priority to Green packets by serving packets by smallest tag value
�rst and assigning a tag to Blue packets which is D larger than Green packets. This value
is set to 0.2 for this simulation. The desired throughput distribution ratio, the ratio of
throughput between a Blue and Green source operating under the same conditions, was set
to 3.

Figure 2 shows the respective throughputs reached by each source as a function of time in
the cases when asymmetric best e�ort is used and when a single best e�ort class is. It is
clear from this that the throughput given to the Blue source is higher in the asymmetric best
e�ort case. When not using asymmetric best-e�ort at time 300 the ratio of Blue to Green
throughput is 1:08. When using it, the ratio is 2:674.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of queueing delays experienced by the Green ow at router
r1, again in the case of using asymmetric best e�ort and not. We can see the overall delay
for Green is low and varies little when we use the service. The average delay seen for
the Green ow by using and not using asymmetric best-e�ort is given by 0:001599 and
0:007449 respectively. Both delays are small which is expected given only two ows, but the
asymmetric average is some orders of magnitude smaller. Also, the standard deviation of
the delay for using and not using asymmetric best-e�ort is 0:001299 and 0:008 respectively,
illustrating the increased predictability in the delay received by the Green ow.

Overall bene�t for each source is achieved. We have shown lower jitter for real-time tra�c
and higher throughput for �le transfer oriented applications. It is good to use Blue when
one's overall goal is increased average throughput. On the other hand, when one has a
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Figure 2: Number of packets successfully transferred by a Green and a Blue Source as a
function of time. For cases with and without asymmetric best e�ort.

real-time constraint, it can be better to choose Green.

3 Router Support

3.1 General Router Requirements

One can consider the support of asymmetric best-e�ort within an IP router as facilitated
by the abstraction into the di�erent modules shown in Figure 4. The tra�c control is
composed of two main algorithms: Packet Admission Control (PAC) and scheduling. The
PAC manages the queue by dropping dropping packets whenever necessary or appropriate,
acceptance being biased in favour of Blue packets. The scheduler determines which packet,
if any, from the bu�er should be sent next, with bias towards giving Green packets a lower
delay.

The Packet Di�erentiator is responsible for identifying the tra�c class of the incoming packet
i.e. whether it is Green or Blue. The Parameter Collector collects information such as the
tra�c pro�le of incoming packets and bu�er occupancy. It then provides this feedback,
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Figure 3: Queueing Delay for Green packets with/without asymmetric best-e�ort for simple
case of one Green and one Blue ow. General behaviour for many ows is shown in Figure 9.

possibly after some processing, to the PAC, so that it may adjust its packet dropping strategy.

3.2 Implementation

A particular version of asymmetric best e�ort was designed, and then implemented and
simulated in ns [12].

The router mechanism for treatment of packets is shown in Figure 5. The queue management
algorithm is a modi�ed version of Random Early Detection (RED) [10]. RED is a congestion
avoidance mechanism, such that when the average queue size exceeds a pre-set threshold,
the router drops each arriving packet with a certain probability which is a function of the
average queue size.

The service goal is the distribution of throughput such that Blue tra�c would receive � times
as much throughput as Green tra�c that shares the same path, � being an input parameter
to the system.

The modi�cation is as follows. The RED dropping probability is calculated as before. If the
packet is Green, the probability of dropping is multiplied by �.

The value of � used is not constant and also depends on the desired throughput ratio � of
Blue to Green ows. This is explained in Section 3.3.2.
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RED actually calculates the drop probability in two stages (the second calculated from an
input of the �rst probability and the amount of packets since the last drop) in order to
achieve a more uniform distribution of packet losses. The increase in probability of loss for
Green packets is calculated after the second stage.

The scheduling is Earliest Deadline First [11]. Each packet is assigned a �nishing service
time deadline, a tag, and the packet currently having the lowest value is served �rst (i.e.
earliest deadline).

Each Green packet arriving is assigned a �nishing service time deadline equal to the arrival
time t. A Blue packet is assigned a time equal to the arrival time plus a constant D, namely
t+D.

This scheduling is more advantageous than a plain priority scheme in which Green packets
would always be served before Blue ones. This is because, by an appropriate setting of D,
service starvation for Blue tra�c can be prevented. The value of D is set such that it reects
the maximum reasonable time a Blue packet can spend in the system.

Packet Admission 
Control 

 
RED algorithm 

applied with 
modification 

Packet 
arrives for 
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at output 
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tag and queued: 

 
tagblue = taggreen + D
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Figure 5: Overview of Implementation's Router Support: For parameters � and D
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3.3 Dropping Control

3.3.1 Controlling �: The Ratio Of Green to Blue Drop Ratios

Suppose the required goal is to have Green packets dropped on average �t times more than
Blue ones where �t � 1. That is,

qg = �tqb (1)

where qg is the Green packet loss ratio, and qb the Blue packet loss ratio.

In order to do this we must have a controlling mechanism which adjusts the rate of dropping
� according to the measured ratio �m and the target ratio of dropping ratios �t. The deter-
mination of an optimum mechanism is the subject of on-going work. For this implementation
we focus on the simple control mechanism where the dropping probability at any instant for
Green packets is � times as many as Blue ones where � is given by,

� =
�2t
�m

: (2)

where �m = qg
qb
is the ratio of measured green to blue loss ratio.

In this way, we assure that more packets are dropped when our target value is above our
measured value and that less are dropped when it is below it. The actual choice of �t is
discussed now in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Achieving a Throughput Ratio Of �

Ideally, it is the throughput ratio not directly the dropping ratio we would like to control. As
such, we propose a mechanism for choosing the target dropping ratio �t such that a desired
throughput ratio, for Green and Blue ows sharing the same path, can be approximately
maintained.

Consider that we would like to o�er a service such that, assuming TCP friendliness, the
long-term rate of a Blue source xg is � � 1 times that of xb, the long-term rate of a Green
source who shares the same path i.e.

xb = �xg: (3)

The question being asked in this section is how can we drop in order to approximately
achieve this service goal. It turns out that we can by controlling the ratio in which we drop
the packets from the respective classes. We do this by derivation from modelling results
which show the relationship between the long term throughput ratio of Green to Blue tra�c
which share the same path, and the ratio of packet losses experienced.

There are many well-established formulas which relate long TCP throughput and packet
loss ratio [2, 3, 1]. We use a formula, which agrees with but is based on less modelling
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assumptions than these. However, it has the advantage of providing an explicit relationship
for any of loss ratio i.e. it varies based on whether the loss ratio is very small or very large.

The following expression [9] shows a relationship between long term throughput for source
xi and packet loss ratio qi for given modelling assumptions,

xi =
��qir0 +

q
4r0�qi� + � 2q2i r

2
0

2�qi�
(4)

where � is the round trip time, r0 an additive increase parameter, and � a multiplicative
decrease parameter (e.g. for TCP � = 0:5 and r0 =

1

�
in packets per second).

Here we consider calculations and measurements as being in packets per second, thus favour-
ing sending large packets. However, Green packets would typically be smaller than Blue ones
and should one wish to bias more in favour of small packets, one can easily extend to a bytes
oriented method.

Note that if the loss ratio is very small this can be approximated by,

xi �qi!0

s
r0
�qi�

: (5)

De�ne the respective long-term rates of a Green and Blue source as xg and xb respectively.

Consider a dropper that is designed such that Green sources who share the same path as the
Blue sources, and receive, on average, �t times as many losses as Blue, where �t � 1 i.e. the
PAC is such that considering the Green packet loss ratio, qg and the Blue packet loss ratio,
qb are related as before,

qg = �qb: (6)

If qg and qb are very small, from Equation (5) we can see that � can be approximated byp
�.

When qg and qb become large (because there are many ows at the bottleneck), � tends
towards �. For example, if � = 2, on a severely congested path, a Green source achieves
approximately half the throughput of a Blue source. When there is low load, a Green source
gets approximately 0.707 the throughput of a Blue source.

Let r0 = � and � = 0:5 since these sources are considered TCP-friendly. Using Equations (3),
(4), and (6) we can derive � as a function of � and the Blue packet loss ratio qb,

�t(�; qb) =
�2

1 + (1� �)(qb �
q
qb(qb + 2))

: (7)

This is decreasing in qb 2 [0; 1], with � = �2 when qb = 0.

This formula does not provide a general target ratio since qb varies with time. Instead, to
achieve the service goal of a distribution of rates of approximately �, we consider Equa-
tion (7), at a given instant, as providing the estimated target value, thus providing a moving
target, so to speak.
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The above analysis assumes that both Green and Blue tra�c sharing the same path would
have approximately the same round-trip time. This is not the case, since Green packets re-
ceive queueing priority, and the simulation results show that the throughput ratio is a�ected
by D. As such, we are currently working on a method such that the ratio of dropping � is
also a function of the EDF scheduling parameter D.

4 Simulations

4.1 A TCP-Friendly protocol

Green tra�c would typically be rate rather than window based, and not necessarily con-
cerned with loss recovery given its real-time nature. As such, a protocol was designed which
approximates TCP friendliness in a rate based unicast context. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. The goal was not to de�ne a sophisticated rate based scheme which is proven to be
TCP-friendly. Rather it was to have a simple one for simulation purposes. More sophis-
ticated rate-based TCP friendly unicast protocols which explore their algorithms ability to
provide TCP friendliness e�ectively are described and evaluated in [8] and [7].

Each packet contains a sequence number. The receiver acknowledges every packet it receives.
A source starts by sending one packet. It is then subjected to additive increase, multiplicative
decrease as follows. In the event of a loss, the rate, measured in packets per second, is reduced
by half to r=2. No retransmission is attempted. If in a given round trip time, � , no loss is
detected, the source increases its rate by 1=� .

The round trip time is estimated by the same algorithm as TCP. Losses are detected by two
means. Each packet sent is assigned a timeout and a loss is deduced if one of these timeouts
expire before receipt of an acknowledgement for that packet.

In the spirit of the Fast Retransmit algorithm in TCP, losses are also deduced when we
receive two acknowledgements and a gap remains in the sequence number acknowledgement
space. A loss (or losses) causes a restart of all timers for packets up to the most recently
acknowledged, and monitoring is restricted to packets after this value.
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Figure 7: Simulation topology

4.2 Simulations

The simulations' goal is to show that the service works in that Blue and Green tra�c are
\happier" than they would have been in a at best-e�ort service. That is Blue tra�c receives
more throughput then it would from the at best-e�ort case, while Green tra�c receives a
low bounded delay while still receiving acceptable throughput.

We will also show investigate how well the implementation provides di�erential dropping.

The TCP friendly protocol is basic, and its success in provided said property is not under
scrutiny. Other nongoals of this work, left for future investigation, include the determina-
tion of \good" RED parameter sets to support the service and how to choose appropriate
combinations of D and �.

4.3 Simulations Description

The test topology, as shown in Figure 7, consists of 15 Green sources and 15 Blue sources.
Each source shares the same bottleneck and has the same propagation delay to their respec-
tive sinks.

One bit in the header of a packet speci�es whether the packet is Green or Blue. The Blue
source is a TCP Reno source which has always a packet to send. The Green source uses the
TCP friendly type algorithm described in Section 4.1.
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A target throughput distribution ratio � of Blue to Green was set to 3. The delay D in the
EDFS tagging was set to 0; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3 seconds.

The bu�er size at r1 was set to 60. The set of RED parameters chosen were minth = 0,
maxth = 40, maxp = 0:2, and w = 0:02. Our simulations with more typical RED parameter
settings resulted in many forced losses and hence less control over the dropping di�erential.
When the average queue size is less than minth or greater than maxth the probability of
dropping a Blue or a Green packet is the same (either automatically accepted or dropped)
and thus in these ranges we lose control of dropping proportionally.

Given that RED is based on randomness in dropping, average values were obtained after
four simulation runs and con�dence interval results obtained.

4.4 Summary of Simulation Results

Under the conditions we tested, it was shown that Blue tra�c and Green tra�c were happier
under asymmetric best-e�ort than under at conditions.

The implementation provides di�erential dropping successfully, but is highly sensitive to the
choice of RED parameters. If they are wrongly set it can result in a high number of forced
losses (not dropped with a probability of less than one) and the throughput di�erential
cannot be controlled very well.

The anticipated long term throughput distribution could be said to have been approximately
achieved. However, the ratio accuracy was highest when there was no delay di�erential, and
its accuracy decreased as D increased. This is a result of a knock-on e�ect of Green ows
achieving lower delay and thus ending up with higher throughput than otherwise expected.

4.5 Simulations Results

Figure 8 shows the average number of packets received by each Blue and Green connection
at a given time. The average at a given time t is the average obtained over 4 simulation
results for that time t. For clarity the con�dence intervals are omitted, and the worst-case
interval for 95% con�dence seen was 0:823 packets.

One can see clearly the throughput bene�t given, on average, to Blue tra�c. The long-term
(taken at time t = 300s) ratio of average Blue tra�c throughput to green was 2.384 but
when using at best-e�ort the throughput was almost the same (ratio was 1.014).

Figure 9 shows how the delay distribution varies for given values of D. The concentration of
delay improves, as expected, for increase values of D. Even when D was small (0.1s) we can
see a large decrease in the delay jitter when compared with the at best-e�ort case (shown
as D = 0s).

Figure 10 shows how the average throughput received for di�erent values of D. Here the
worst case con�dence interval was 0:612 packets for 95% con�dence. For all values of D
shown the service still provides Blue connections with a higher throughput than Green .
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However, as this throughput di�erential decreases with D, an optimisation to cope with this
needs developing.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described a simple but powerful service which enables best-e�ort tra�c to receive
requirements closer to its tra�c desires yet to everyone's overall bene�t. It decouples delay
jitter objectives from loss objectives with no concept of reservation or signalling and no
change to tra�c management or charging. Dimensioning the network is also potentially
simpler since one would no longer need to choose a bu�ering compromise to suit both types
of tra�c.

It should be stressed that Asymmetric Best-E�ort is a new service in its own right and not
a substitute for reservation or priority services.

The service choice of Green or Blue is self-policing since the user/application will be coaxed
into choosing one or the other or indeed a mixture of both, based on its tra�c pro�le
objectives.
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We presented an initial implementation, which uses a modi�ed version of RED with less
probability of dropping Blue packets, coupled with an EDF scheduler which favours Green
packets. It was shown with this implementation that the asymmetric best-e�ort service can
be achieved.

The tuning of the parameters of this system, D and �, was seen as key to deciding on the
respective biases to the tra�c types, and The results were also highly sensitive to the choice
of RED parameters. As such, further work is necessary on optimising this system.

In Appendix 1, we present the �rst step in that direction. Here, the dropping mechanism
is based on estimation of the deterministic e�ective bandwidth and deterministic equivalent
bandwidth and whose estimation methods are controlled by one or a set of virtual systems.
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Appendix 1 : Framework for a Next Stage Implementa-

tion

Here we describe a collection of algorithms for estimation and control that can be used in
routers to optimize the asymmetric best e�ort service.

Let eG(t) > 0 and eB(t) > 0 be estimations of the instantaneous arrival bit rate at time t of
Green and Blue tra�c respectively.

Let C > 0 be the service bit rate of the output port.

Consider again the target loss objective as speci�ed by Equation (1) in Section 3.3.1.

From this, for any time t, the required probability that a Blue and Green packet should be
dropped are given respectively by

Prob(Dropping a Blue packet) = (1� C

eG(t) + eB(t)
)
eG(t) + eB(t)

eB(t) + �teG(t)

and
Prob(Dropping a Green packet) = �t � Prob(Dropping a Blue packet):

Provided we have algorithms to estimate and control eG(t) and eB(t), the Packet Admission
Controller can meet the target loss objective by using these drop probability functions for
acceptance decisions. To this end, we now describe some speci�c algorithms.
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Estimation

Consider the two following estimation procedures.

� This is based on the computation of the deterministic e�ective bandwidth [13]. If �(s) is
an arrival curve of the estimated tra�c and D a delay bound, the e�ective bandwidth
ED is de�ned as,

ED = sup
s�0

�(s)

s+D
: (8)

In order to approximate an instantaneous estimation, the e�ective bandwidth must be
computed on a sliding window of time w, and is hence given by,

ED(t) = sup
t�w�ti�tj�t

Pi + :::+ Pj
tj � ti +D

where Pi is the size of the packet that arrives at time ti.

� This procedure is based on the computation of the deterministic equivalent band-
width [13]. If �(s) is an arrival curve of the estimated tra�c and B a bu�er size,
the equivalent bandwidth FB is given by,

FB = sup
s�0

�(s)� B

s
: (9)

Similarly, the equivalent bandwidth needs to be computed on a sliding window of time
w and is given by

FB(t) = sup
t�w�ti�tj�t

Pi + :::+ Pj � B

tj � ti

where Pi is the size of the packet that arrives at time ti.

Broadly speaking, the di�erence between the two methods is that in the �rst one, the smooth-
ing e�ect of the estimation results in a bounded delay D 1 while in the second method it
results in a bounded bu�er size B 2. The choice of method depends on whether the con-
straints are in terms of delay or bu�er size.

The estimation of Green tra�c is performed using the e�ective bandwidth approach whereas
the delay parameter D is �xed according to the target maximum delay. On the other hand,
the equivalent bandwidth is used in the estimation of Blue tra�c. The estimation parameter
B then corresponds to the actual bu�er size at the output port.

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) is a known low-pass �lter that can be
used to determine an average value of a measured parameter. Given a series of measured
values fXig, the EWMA is given by,

Yi = aYi�1 + (1� a)Xi

1de�ned by the maximum delay encountered by the tra�c as if it were serviced at a rate of ED

2de�ned by the maximum bu�er size that arises as if the estimated tra�c were serviced at a rate of FB
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where a is a parameter to control the smoothing of the �lter.

The values of ED(t) (respectively FB(t)) are averaged using an EWMA �lter to give a raw
estimation function (for simplicity the same notation ED(t) and FB that henceforth refers
to the EWMA �ltered values is kept).

Accuracy Control

The estimation can temporarily fail to track the instantaneous arrival rate. Accuracy control
is needed because the system expressions are entirely based on estimated values. It is based
on tracking the state of a virtual system that measures the distance between the actual tra�c
and the estimated values and react to the latter to give an adjusted estimation function which
we denote e(t) (the G and B indexes are removed for now). The unexpected losses seen by
scheduled packets are used as additional feedback. Let E(t) denote the raw estimation
function (either ED(t) or FB(t)). The adjusted estimation function e(t) is given by,

e(t) = E(t)�(t)

where �(t) is the accuracy control factor. �(t) is controlled by the state of a virtual system
and the amount of unexpected losses UL(s; t).

Consider the following two procedures for accuracy control using virtual systems.

� A virtual bu�er is continuously emptied at a rate e(t) and is �lled as the packets of the
estimated tra�c arrive by the equivalent number of bits. Let X(t) denote the virtual
bu�er fullness at time t. X(t) is updated at each packet arrival as follows:

X(ti) = Pi +max(0; X(ti�1)� e(ti�1)(ti � ti�1)):

The correction factor is updated periodically, every � period of time, using the control:

�(t+�) = �(t) +K1

UL(t; t +�)

�e(t)
+K2

supt�s�t+�X(s)� B

e(t)

where K1 > 0 and K2 > 0 are constants tuned by the implementation.

� Here we use two virtual bu�ers, with the �rst one the same as in the �rst procedure.
The second one is continuously �lled at a rate e(t) and emptied each packet arrival by
the equivalent amount of bits. Let Y (t) denote its fullness at time t. Y (t) is updated
each packet arrival,

Y (ti) = e(ti�1)(ti � ti�1) + max(0; Y (ti�1)� Pi):

The accuracy control factor is updated upon each packet arrival using the control,

�(ti) = �(ti�1) +K1

UL(ti�1; ti)

(ti � ti�1)e(t)
+K2

X(ti)

e(ti�1)
�K3

Y (ti)

e(ti�1)

where K1 > 0 , K2 > 0 and K3 > 0 are tuned constants.
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